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Introduction 
In the first paper of this series, [11], we defined bar construction data in a manner 
sufficiently general as to be dualizable to yield cobar constructions. In this sequel 
the emphasis is on the study of morphisms of bar constructions, the principal goal 
being a generalization of Quillen's theorem B [18] to bar constructions. The earlier 
definition of bar construction data involved two ambient categories f ,  ~/, and was 
quite elaborate; for our present purposes, a simpler one will suffice, involving a 
single ambient category f .  It will use the language of if-graphs of MacLane [8], and 
May [10]. 
In Section 1, we recall this language in a suitable form, and give our definition 
of bar construction data and bar constructions. In [10], triples of the form (¢/; ~; A r) 
were used, where ~ is a monoid in the category of O-graphs, ~/is a right O-graph 
over ~, ~r a left ~-graph over f~, all in Top. We will replace Top by a more general 
category ~, and will use (~/; ~; A r) as well as (~; ~r) where ~r is an ~-graph over 
~, i.e., ff acts on ~r on both sides. We call (~ a f-category. 
In Section 2, we generalize Quillen's theorem B to morphisms f :  ~ ~' of f -  
categories. The language of O-graphs seems particularly well-suited for this. 
Quillen's bisimplicial set T(f)** becomes a bisimplicial if-object which is the nerve 
of a double category (in i ) ,  ~(f ) .  We need two further ingredients: a generaliza- 
tion of the classical properties of geometrical realization to a more general context: 
this was begun in [11] and is continued in the appendix to this paper. Certain 
assumptions on i must be made, the most important being the universality of co- 
limits. The second ingredient is the generalized May-Tornehave theorem of [11] 
which states that under certain conditions, if f .  : X ,  ~ Y, is a map of simplicial i -  
objects and each fn e ~,  then so does the geometric realization R(f,) ,  where ~ is 
a family of morphisms. 
In Section 3, the preceding is applied to the study of morphisms 
(fl, f, t0 : (¢/; ~; Ar)-'*(¢/'; f~'; ~r,). A basic tool is the interplay between simplicial i -  
objects and nerves of f-categories (first observed by Grothendieck and introduced 
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to topologists by Segal [20]). Quillen's theorem B for f :  f#--, ~', obtained in Section 
2, may be restated in terms of a Y-category #(f),  and the morphism of simplicial 
bar constructions B.(q/; ~; Ar)-'B.(q/'; ~'; A r') identified to a morphism of nerves 
induced by a functor of Y-categories, [fl, f ,a] : [q/; ~; Ar] --, [q/'; ~'; At']. It remains 
to study the Y-category oa[fl, f, a], and it turns out that g[fl, f, a] is isomorphic to 
[qT; o~(f); ~]  for a suitable bar construction datum (qT; #(f); ~).  The same tech- 
niques are used for bar constructions of the form B(~; ~r), ~ a Y-groupoid. 
In Section 4, the main theorems of Section 3 are specialized to a variety of par- 
ticular cases. In Section 5, these techniques are applied to the B(Y; ~; X) of [11]. 
These are intriguing points of contact between this work and topos theory. I am 
grateful to G.M. Kelley for bringing [7] to my attention, in a letter. These points 
of contact are due to the fact that, in both contexts, the attempt is made to 
generalize arguments from the set-based case to the Y-based case. The conditions 
on ~, mentioned in Section 5 and in the appendix, are among those used in topos 
theory. Below is a lexicon giving the correspondence b tween the notions of Section 
1 and the names given to them by topos theorists: 
Y-category internal category in Y 
right O-graph over f~ internal diagram on 
left O-graph over f~ internal diagram on ~op 
O-graph over internal profunctor ~- - ,  ~. 
We have adopted the term "f-category" as indicated above for the sake of 
typographical simplicity; the reader is hereby warned that this usage is different 
from the standard one, where the term refers to a category enriched over f .  
The main theorem of this paper was first obtained for the case Y = Top, by a 
more direct method, which is described in [12]. 
1. Generalities on graphs 
We recall here, with some elaborations, the language of graphs of MacLane [8] 
and May [10]. The elaborations are twofold: 
(1) we replace the ambient category Sets or Top by an arbitrary complete, 
cocomplete category f ;  
(2) we consider possibly non-split coefficients ~ instead of the split q/x ~ of 
May. 
For simplicity of language, we will call objects of ~, spaces, and morphisms of Y, 
maps. 
1.1. Definition. Given a space 0, a left O-graph is a space d an map T :~- - '  0. A 
right O-graph is a space d and map S:~--* O. Write o~, ~o, respectively, to in- 
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dicate the existence of T, S. An O-graph is a space d and maps S, T: d--* 0. Write 
0~/o. 
More generally we may consider aria,, i.e., T:d--*O, S :d -*O ' .  
1.2. Definition. Given odo,, o,d~-, we define o(~' [] ~")o- : d [] ~¢' is the pullback 
of~¢ s r . . . . ,  O, d ' ;  the structure maps are defined by d [] ~¢'--*~' r ,O,  d [ ]  d '  
d '  s ,  O". If ~¢o, o~'', then ~¢ [] ~" is a space. 
1.3. Definition. Morphisms of  graphs are defined in the obvious way: if o~o,, o~0,, 
then a morphism from d to $ is a map f :  ~'-* ~ such that 
d 
\ I /  
is commutative. 
O, 
Clearly the oz¢o, form a category, 0-0'-graph and we will abbreviate 0-O-graph 
to O-graph. Then O-graph, with [] as bifunctor, and (O, 1, 1) as unit, is a monoidal 
category. 
The pullback diagrams below show that ~.,~o are isomorphisms: 
A 
S=I S 
0 ~0 
T=I 
1.4. Definition. A monoidin O-graph is (~, C,/) ,  where ~ is an O-graph, I :  O~ ~, 
C" ~ [] (¢-* (¢ are morphisms of O-graphs uch that 
CEIl I I~l  
~I--1~I-"1~ , ~CI~,  01"-I~ , ~1--1~, 
C 
1~I  
are commutative. 
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Such a monoid may be thought of as a category "internal to f " ,  in the sense 
that both its arrows, ~, and its objects, ~, are f-objects and all structure maps are 
: -morphisms. We will call such a monoid a :-category (with objects ¢); note the 
warning concerning this usage at the end of the introduction. 
1.5. Definition. Given f-categories (~, C, I), (~', C', I ')  with objects 0, 0', afunctor  
f from f¢ to ~' consists of f0  : O--* t~', f~ : f f~  if' such that 
S T I C 
[:o [: [:0[:0 l: l:,: [ 
S' T '  I ' C' 
are commutative. 
1.6. Definition. The nerve, N. (~) ,  of a f-category is the simplicial f -object defined 
by 
Nn( ~ ) = f9 [] f9 [] ... [] c~ (n factors) 
with No(f~ ) = O; note that each Nn(f~) is an 0-graph. 
The simplicial operators are defined by: do=(rtl, 7t2, . . . ,  7tn_ 1) ,dn  = (7t2, . . . ,  7tn); 
for 0< i<n,  di=(rQ, ..., rtn_i_l, C .  7tn_i,n_i+ l, rtn-i+2, ..., 7tn), and sj =In-j+l" an_j, 
0_<j_< n, where trj is the isomorphism inserting the factor 0 in the ( j  + 1)-place and 
/y+~ is 1 [] 1 [] --- 7-]IU] ..- [] 1, w i th / in  the ( j+ 1)-place. Here and in the sequel, if 
B CA are index sets, rts will denote the obvious projection of a product (or iterated 
fiber product) IIA ~ l-Is; moreover, we will often allow ourselves to drop brackets 
and write 7ti for 7t{i},Ttij for n{/,j}, etc. 
In the bottom dimensions, N0(q)= 0, Nl(C~)= c~ and So : N0(~)--*Nl(C~) is L 
while do, dl : NI(c~)--*N0(C~) are T, S, respectively. 
It is easy to verify that the above defines a simplicial Y-object; also that a functor 
f :  ~ f~' induces a morphism of simplicial f-objects N. ( f ) :N . (~) -*N . (~ ' ) .  
1.7. Definition. A right O-graph over f~ is a right O-graph q/, together with a mor- 
phism of right 0-graphs R : q / [ ]  f~ ~ q/such that 
1FqC ID I  
"oil 1" 
R 
are commutative. 
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A left O-graph over ~ is a left O-graph A r, together with a morphism of left O- 
graphs L : ~ [] ~--} ~ such that the diagrams analogous to the above, are com- 
mutative. 
An ~-graph over ~ is an O-graph ~r, together with morphisms of O-graphs 
L :~ [] £r~ £r, R: £r[:] ~-~ which define, respectively, ~ as a left and right O- 
graph over f~ and, furthermore, 
l i aR  
R 
is commutative. 
1.8. Example. If ¢/ is a right O-graph over f~, and gr is a left O-graph over :5, then 
~r = A r x ~ is an O-graph over f# in the obvious way. Such an O-graph over ~ is 
said to be split. 
If Y- is a concrete category and f~ is a group in J ,  then 0 is a terminal object 
in ~, [] becomes x ,  and A r, ¢/correspond, respectively, to Y-objects on which 
operates on the left, right, while ~r has both right and left :g-actions which 
commute. 
1.9. Remark. As noted by Elmendorf [4], for J = Top, left O-graphs and right O- 
graphs over ~ correspond in one-to-one fashion to Y-functors T ~ ~, :g* ~ Y. 
Similarly, and this is the reason for introducing them, O-graphs over ~ correspond 
in one-to-one fashion to Y-functors f#*x ~-} ~. These definiions (and remark) are 
familiar, under different names, to category theorists, see, for example, [7]. In a re- 
cent preprint Elmendorf has investigated this correspondence in greater detail [29]. 
1.10. Definition. A classical (or split) bar construction datum is a Y--category ~, 
together with a right O-graph over f~, q/, and a left O-graph over ~, A r. We write 
(q/; ~; At). A bar cop~truction datum is a Y--category :g, together with an O-graph 
over ~, £r. We write (~; Z). 
Clearly a split datum (¢/; ~; A r) determines a unique datum (~; A r x ¢/). Such split 
data were introduced by May [10] for f=  Top. For f=  Sets and 0 a singleton (so 
that ~ becomes an ordinary monoid), the data (~; Lr) were introduced by 
Waldhausen [28] and called cyclic bar construction data. 
1.11. Definition. If ado,, o,~o, then ~ # ~ is the Y--object given by the pullback 
diagram 
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(S, T) 
(T,S) 
,0X0"  
Note that z :~#~.=~#~.  There are obvious formulas: for example, if 
o~¢~,, o ~o-, a' ~ ,  then 
[] 
In particular, if o~¢o,o~, then ~¢ # ~ may be defined and is to be distinguished 
carefully from ~¢ [] ~. In fact, we have the equalizer diagram: 
S 
T 
1.12. Definition. Given a bar construction datum (~; £r), the simplicial bar con- 
struction B.(~; ~e) is the simplicial o~-object defined by Bk(f#; ~)=Nk(~)# ~. 
If £r splits as Arx ¢/, then Bk(~;~e)= ~/[]Nk(f#)[]£r, which we denote by 
Bk(~V; ~;Ar). The simplicial operators di (0<i<k),  sj (O<_j<_k) are given by 
di = di # 1, sj = sj # 1. The structure maps of £r, namely R and L, enter only in the 
definition of do and dk: 
do=(1 #L)r, 
where Nk((#)# ~ = (f# [] --- [] ~)# :Y 
= Nk_ l( ~) # ( (# [] :~), 
dk=Z- I (R# I)K'Z, 
K []...[] rq 
T K' 
whereNt (~)#~-  , ~#Nk(f#) ' (~e[ - - ]~)#Nk- l (~) .  
For k = 1, note that 
S 
Bo(~#; ~r) = 0 # ~o = equalizer (0 [] ~ 
S S T 
;o), BI( ; 
# ~e = equalizer (ff [] ~r ;0)-~ equalizer (5 [] ~ ~ #), and do is induced by 
T T 
L, dl by R, which being morphisms of e-graphs, commute with both S and T, and 
thus induce morphisms of the equalizers. 
This bar construction, in the split case and f= Top, is due to May [10], and in 
the case where ~ is a monoid and ~e a set on which (# operates on both sides is 
due to Waldhausen [28]; this is his cyclic bar construction. 
Morphisms of bar construction data, and of left (or right) graphs over monoids, 
are defined in the obvious fashion. If we interpret, as discussed above, :1" and 5'  
as bifunctors ~*'x ~ ,  ~'*x ~'--,Y, then such a morphism may be interpreted 
as an 'enriched' natural transformation from £r to ~" ( fx f )  where f :  ~ r#, is 
(f0,fl). 
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It is routine to verify that such morphisms induce simplicial morphisms of 
simplicial bar constructions. Thus bar construction data form a category and B, is 
a functor from that category to the category of simplicial Y-objects. We may 
therefore consider simplicial objects in the category of bar construction data; such 
an object may be called a simplicial bar construction datum; we will only need to 
consider such data (~,; ~r,) where the q-component is constant in all dimensions 
and we will write (~; ~t",). The simplicial bar constructions in each dimension 
B,(~; ~rk) may be assembled into a bisimplicial g--object, B,(~; ~r,). 
Modulo the usual set-theoretical difficulties which we will ignore, ~-categories 
and functors between them form a category, which is complete and cocomplete, 
denoted by g--Cat. Consider now a ~-Cat-category; this can clearly be interpreted 
as a 9--double category [3], i.e., we have 4 g--objects, the 'commutative squares', 
the 'vertical morphisms', the 'horizontal morphisms' and the 'objects', together 
with source and target morphisms, identities, horizontal and vertical compositions 
of squares, and compositions of horizontal and vertical morphisms, which are all 
morphisms in ~. We have, denoting g--Cat-Cat by g-DCat, 
N, N, 
Y-DCat , [A*, J-Cat], g--Cat , [A*, f ] ,  
Y-DCat 
N. [I,N.] 
, [A*, ~-Cat] , [A*[A*,f]]~-[A*xA*,f] .  
This composite functor will be denoted by N**. Thus, to each f-double category 
is associated its nerve, which is a bisimplicial Y-object. This construction is used in 
[27], where Waldhausen calls our double categories, bicategories, which does not 
agree with standard categorical terminology. We will use this construction i  the 
next section. 
2. Quillen's theorem B for ~-categories 
We have now set the stage for our generalization of Quillen's theorem B to f -  
categories. We begin by describing an interesting double category associated to a 
functor f :  g~ ~". This construction is implicit in the work of Quillen [18]. 
Given a functor f :  ~'-~ ~", Quillen defines a category S(f) whose objects are 
triples (A, B, o), A an object of g, B of ~" and o:B-~fA, and whose morphisms 
from (A, B, u) to (A" B" o') are pairs (u, w), u : A~A' ,  w: B'-~B such that 
fu 
I l 
W 
B ~ B' 
commutes. 
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He then constructs a bisimplicial set T(f)** whose diagonal is isomorphic to the 
nerve of S(f) .  An instructive way of looking at this situation is to observe that S(f) 
is derived from a double category, ~( f ) ,  whose nerve is precisely T(f)**: 
(1) the 'commutative squares' are as above; 
(2) the 'horizontal arrows' are maps such as w; 
(3) the 'vertical arrows' are maps such as u; 
(4) the 'objects' are pairs (,4, o) with fA  = To; 
(5) the source, target of a horizontal arrow w are, respectively, (A, ow) and (A, o); 
(6) the source, target of a vertical arrow u are, respectively, (A, o) and (A ' fu .  0); 
(7) the 'square' above has horizontal source w: (,4, ow)~(A, o), horizontal target 
w: (A ' fu .  ow)-~(A',fu, o), vertical source u : (,4, ow)~(A' , fu ,  ow) and vertical 
target u : (,4, o)-+(A',fu, o); 
(8) horizontal composition of arrows and squares is defined in terms of composi- 
tion in ~", and vertical composition in terms of that in ~'. 
When we pass from the set-based case to the : -based case, so that f :  f~  ~' is 
a functor of :--categories ~(f)  can be defined and is a 5-double category. We will 
not bother to describe .~(f) explicitly, but will go directly to the definition of its 
nerve, N**~( f )= T(f)**, from which it can easily be extracted. 
Suppose we have ~:o,o '8 and f :  0 --, 0'. We may perform two constructions: 
(1) f allows us to change the 'base space' 0 of ~' to 0', and we may define 
~: Vq o, 8 as the pullback of 
8 
s f 
~/ ~0 ~0' 
(2) we may pullback 8 via f to obtain the left P-graph 8 '  which is the pullback 
T 8 '  of 0 f , O', T' 8. We then have ~' _~s 0 ,  and we may form ~: [] 8 '. 
2.1. Lemma. There is a natural isomorphism ~ V] o, 8 -- s: [] 8 '. 
The proof is trivial. If ~o,o '8 have, respectively, left and right structures, then 
V1 e, 8 ,  d [] 8 '  inherit them and the isomorphism preserves these structures. We 
will usually write d • f  8 rather than ~ Do, 8.  
Let now f :  ~ ::'. We define the Y-bisimplicial object T(f)** by 
T(f)m = Nq(~) I'--I ~'l"-INp(~'), 
f 
the horizontal sj are O-products of identities and the sj of N#(f:'); the vertical sj 
are O-products of the sj of Nq(~) and identities; the horizontal di (0<_ i<_p- 1) and 
the vertical di (1 <_i<_q) are defined similarly in terms of the d i of Np(f~'), Nq(f~). 
The remaining d h, d~ are given by 
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d h. Nq( )D 'DNp((5 ') 
f 
~_ Nq(  (.~) ['-] (~' [--] ~'  [--] Np_  l ( ~ ") 
/ 
Nq( )D 
f 
=Nq_ D D D 
f 
I [ ]C 'V] I  
, Nq( )D 
f 
I [D fD1 , 
f 
l ll--I C'[B l 
Nq _ I ( cS ) D (5 ' O Np ( (5 ' ) 
f 
We must now analyze T(f )** .  Before proceeding, recall the basic properties of 
geometric realizations from [11] and the appendix of this paper. We have ~ : zl -~ J '  
which defines the models ~(n) and T: Yx  J-'-~ ~r. This enables us to define the 
geometric realization functor R" [zl* Y-] ~ ~. Assume: 
(a) TIA, ~(0) l  = A.  
Co) Homotopy in J is defined by the cylinder functor A,-. T[A, ~(1)]. 
(c) R preserves products on models (see Corollary A.2.9(iii) for precise meaning 
of this statement). 
(d) T commutes with colimits in either variable. 
(e) Colimits in Y are universal. 
(f) T commutes with products (Corollary A.2.9(i) and Theorem A.3. l(t)) and 
fiber-products (Theorem A.4.3(iv)). 
Then the following properties of geometric realization R hold: 
(1) R sends simplicial homotopies to homotopies. 
(2) R sends simplicial homotopy equivalences to homotopy equivalences. 
(3) R preserves products. 
(4) R commutes with fiber product by a constant factor. 
(5) R has the usual description as the colimit of a sequence of induced 
cofibrations. 
(6) For bisimplicial f-objects, the usual properties R = RhR v ~ R VR h = RD hold 
(D is the diagonal functor). 
(7) If ¢~. is the constant simplicial object at ¢~, then R¢~.= ¢~. 
We will describe the above succinctly by saying that geometric realization is nice. 
We will henceforth assume that the conditions above, ensuring the niceness of R, 
hold. 
Let ~/q=Nq(~)Vly cg,. This is a right ¢~'-graph over ~' with the action mor- 
phism ~/~U] ~'-~ ~/~ given by dh=l [3C ' :  Nq((~) [3 f~' [ ' - ] ( f l " - *Nq(~)[3 f ( f l  '. Thus  
B,(q/~; ~';~q') is defined. Furthermore q/q=T(f)oq and the vertical simplicial 
operators of T( f ) **  define morphisms of fight /~'-graphs over ~', so that q/~ 
becomes a simplicial right O'-graph over (g'; it is easily seen that 
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T(f)**~- B,(q/$,; (9'; @'). 
In a completely analogous fashion, we define At,, a simplicial eft e-graph over 
by Arp=f*(c~'TqNp(C~')), and by Lemma 2.1, we see that 
T(f)**-~ B,(0; c~; At,). 
Next, we have the trivial simplicial right O'-graph over ~; :~, and the trivial 
simplicial eft O-graph over fg, ~,, i.e., Oq = 0' for all q, tgp = 0 for all p, and the 
simplicial operators are identities. Furthermore, 
Nq( ) [] 
f 
It 2 S '  ,c g, ,0 '  
n I T '  
~'[ -1Np(~)  , ~ '  , @" 
define morphisms of simplicial bar construction coefficients q/S, --, 0;, At,--' ~, (note 
that f*O'- -~) and we wish to study the induced morphisms of simplicial bar con- 
structions 
B,(~V~,; f~'; ~')--,B,(t~;; f~'; 0')  and B,(~; ~, Ar,)~B,(~; f~; t~,). 
We will need to apply the generalized May-Tornehave theorem [11, Theorem 
3.13] to morphisms of split bar constructions over the same ~r-category and with 
trivial ¢/or  At; this immediately ields (see [11] for a more detailed statement of 
hypotheses): 
2.2. Theorem. Let a : ~1 ~ ~2, ~ : q/i ~ q/2 be morphisms, respectively, of  left 
(right) ~-graphs over f~. Assume: 
(i) (A.0) ~f~ is a family of  morphisms in f ;  ~¢[ is a family o f  morphisms in g-(2). 
(A.1) (Brown's lemma for (~, ~g)) ~e is closed under suitable pushouts. 
(A.2) ~'  is closed under suitable colimits and compositions. 
(A.3) f•  ~ implies T[f, 1] • ~. 
(A.3)' f•  ~ implies 1 [] f•  ~,~'. 
(A.4) Applying T[-, 1] to a square of  J[ yields a square o f  ~g. 
(A.4)' Applying A [ ] -  to a square of  J yields a square o f  ~¢L. 
(A.5) ~ is closed under suitable colimits of  denumerable sequences. 
(A.6) Squares of  the form 
~l,g]  
1 
are in ~¢[. 
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(A.6)' Squares of  the form 
l[-ty 
I 
1Z]), 
are in ~.  
(ii) N,(cS) is good. 
(iii) I f  h is a cofibration, so is h [] 1; (b(n)~¢(n) is a closed cofibration. 
(iv) a,B~ ~e and the squares below belong to ~¢t: 
Then 
and 
L 1 Rl 
~ [--] '-~r'l ' f l  6~11-'] ~ '6~1 
L2 R2 
~ [--] ~2 '~'2 ~2 [-]~ '¢/J2 
B(]~; 1; 1) :B(~I; ~; ©)~B(~2; ~; 0) 
B(1; 1; it) :B(gY; if; Arl)-~B(~7; ~; ArE) 
are in ~,'~'. 
2.3. Remarks. For the case Y= Top, (ii) holds provided I :  0 ~ ~ is a cofibration 
of O-graphs, i.e., if h : I×  ~ c~ which defines the NDR-structure of the pair (fq, gY) 
[9, p. 162] satisfies Sh(t,x)=Sx, Th(t,x)= Tx. For, then, the arguments of [9, Ap- 
pendix] immediately imply that N,(~) is good, and that B,(q/; c~; At) is good. Note, 
finally, that if 0 is discrete, conditions (ii)-(iv) and the primed conditions are 
automatically satisfied, provided only that I :  ~--, ~ is a cofibration as above. 
Consider now ~rp=f*(fg'DNp(fg'))=f*Bp(fg'; ~'; 0'); by [9] or [111, ~'TqN.(fq')= 
B,(Cg'; ~'; : ' )  and gY~ have the same simplicial homotopy type; as geometric realiza- 
tion is nice, we see that Rat, = RhAr, and Rho. = 0 have the same homotopy type. 
By Theorem 2.2, with JC= {homotopy equivalences}, all vertical arrows in the 
diagram below are homotopy equivalences: 
RT(f)**~. RVRhT(f)** ~- RVRhB,(~q; ~; Ar,)~ RVB,(~9; ~; RhAr.) 
BC~ ~-RVB,(~; r~;~)~-RVRhB,(O; ~ ~9,)~-RVB.(O; C~;Rho.) 
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Next consider q/:7=NqCg)VIf~'=N, TCg)I-qf*~'=Bq(~; :~;f*:~') so that q/~,.~ 
B,(:; ~;f*~). We apply Theorem 2.2, with arbitrary ~, to B.(RV¢/:,; fg'; :')-~ 
B.(RV~,~; ~'; :')= B.(:'; fg'; :'). Thus, 
RT(f)**= RhRVT(f)**~- RhRVB.( ~,; f~'; :') 
__RhB.(RVq/~; c~,; :,)=B(RVq/~; c~,; : , )  
and we obtain that RT(f)**-+BC~ ' is in ~, provided that RVq/~ --. @', is in ~e and the 
squares below are in ~:  
RVq/$, [] :.9' 
0 '0  if' 
, RV~y~ 
, i .e. ,  
B( :; :.9; f ,  cff,) [] ~, , B(O; c~; f ,$ , )  
' 0 '  ~ 'D  c~, ) 0 '  
Finally, consider the diagram 
Np( ) [] [] Np( , Np( ) 
Np( 
which is not commutative. However, following Thomason [25], define 
hi: Np(C~)[] ~'~Np(Cg')-)Np+l(c~'), O<_i<_p, 
f 
by 
Np( )D 
Y d 
l rnfD1 
frnc'rn l
hi 
'Np+ e'l 
where C' is the iterated composition sending the product of the 3 middle factors to 
Nl(~'). It is easily verified that this defines a simplicial homotopy from N,(f)nl  
to n3. We have obtained: 
2.4. Theorem (Quillen's 
Theorem 2.2 hold, B(~9; ~; f*f~')--+ ~' is in ~, and 
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theorem B for :--categories). Assume that (i)-(iv) of 
, B(¢; ~'; f*:~') B(~9; (~;f*~') V1 ~' 
is in ~.  
0 '0~'  ) ~' 
Then B f  : Bfg ~Bf~' is in ~, up to homotopy equivalence. 
We may rewrite the ~/-condition of Theorem 2.4 as 
B(: ;  ~ ; f * (~ '•  :~')) , B(~9; ~; f*~' )  
is in ~ (2.5) 
where the upper arrow is B(1; 1; C') and the lower S'. We will simplify this still fur- 
ther in Section 3. 
Remark. In applying Theorems 2.2 or 2.4, we should be careful to note that not all 
examples of families (~, ./L) given in [11, Ex. 3.14] satisfy the additional conditions 
(A.3)', (A.4)', (A.6)' of Theorem 2.2. There may be difficulty with the examples in- 
volving homotopy fibers. For example, the homotopy fibers of f and of 1 [] f have 
the same homotopy type only if 0 is discrete. 
3. Applications to bar constructions 
We will apply the results of Section 2 to morphisms (B,f,a):(~/; ~;Ar) -~ 
(~/'; ~'; ~' )  of split bar construction data. The basic idea is simple: to construct a
:-category [~/; ~; A r] and a natural isomorphism B,(~/; ~; Ar)=N.[~/; ~; ~] of 
simplicial :-objects. The possibility of such an isomorphism was suggested by 
Morava's definition, in [17], of B.( , ,  G, X), where G is a topological group and X 
a left G-space, as the nerve of a certain topological category [X/G]. In private con- 
versation, Morava attributed this to G. Segal. Once the above isomorphism is 
established, our main theorem follows from Theorem 2.4. 
We must now develop criteria for recognizing nerves of a :-category. Examining 
the definition of N,(~),  it is easy to verify the following: 
3.1. Proposition. N,(rg)/s uniquely determined by 
(i) No(f~)=O, Nn(fg) = f~ [] ~ [] "" [] f¢ (n factors) so that Nn+l(f#) ~- 
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~ Tq Nn(C~)--Nn(~)[] ~, n_0;  the simplicial operators d(in) :Nn(C~)~Nn_l(~), 
O <_ i <_ n ; s~ n) : Nn ( ~ )--' Nn + l ( ~ ), O <_ i < n. are given inductively by: 
(ii) "o"10) = T, "1 r/(1) -- S ,  "1 r/(2) --- C ,  So (0) :-  I; 
(iii) d~n)= l []dtin-l), 0<i<_n-2 ;  d(in)=d~n_-~l)Tq l, 2 <i<_n; 
(iv) sSn)= l f--ls~ n-l), 0_ /_<n- l ;  s~n)=s~n_-ll)gql , l <_i<n. 
It is also easy to see that the diagrams below are pullbacks and in fact induce the 
isomorphisms of (i): 
d2(2) ,4(n + 1) ,4(n + 1) 
"'" Wn+ I Un+ 1 
Nn+l(Cff)_ ) NI(c~)= c~ Nn+l(c~) ' Nn(~) 
Nn(~) ' N0(c~) = 0 N1(c~) = c~ ' N0(f#) = ~ 
We now examine B,(q/; ~; ~r) and B, (~;  .~)= B,  in the light of Proposition 3.1. 
The proof of the following is straightforward. 
3.2. Proposition. 
an+l d2""an+l 
Bn + l , Bn + I ' B1 
v>l,l,v>l.o 1.o 
d I dl . . .  d n 
BI ) Bo Bn ) Bo 
are pullbacks for  all n, if  and only i f  they are pullbacks for n = 1, i.e., i f  
d2 
B2, ,  ) B l 
1 1 
(vii) I d° [do is a pullback. 
dz 
B1 * Bo 
3.3. Theorem. B.(Cg; ~)=N. ( J  ~) for  some Y--category ~, i f  and only i f  (vii) is a 
pullback. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.1 and 3.2. [] 
~,(1)_ S = d~ l), C = • Note that we have O(~') = ~9 # ~r, d (8 )  = ~ # ~, T= a 6 , d~2)j - l  
where J:B2(r~; ~)~Bl(C~; ~r)[-qBl(f~; ~)=~¢(d')1--1~¢(#). In the concrete case, 
O(g)= {ze Y~lSz= Tz }, ~(#)= {(g,z)~ f~ x ~YlSg= Tz, Tg=Sz}, T(g,z)=L(g,z), 
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S(g,z)=R(~g), ~¢(~')~ ¢(8)= {(g,z),(g;z')lR(z,g)=L(g;z')}. By (vii), there is a 
unique z"e Lr such that L(g',zO=z, R(z~,g)=z ' and b(g,g;zO=((g,z),(g',z')); 
thus, C((g, z), (g; z'))=(gg" z"). 
3.4. Corollary. I f  ~ splits as ay x A r, then B,(q/; g; ~)= N,(8) for some g--category 
~. 
Proof. In that case, it is easily seen that (vii) is a pullback. [] 
In the concrete case, O(¢)={(y,x)eq/xa'lSy=Tx }, 
x Sy= Tg, Sg= Tx}, T(y,g,x)=(y,L(g,x)), S(y,g,x)=(R(y,g),x), 
t~(y, g, g" x') = ((y, g, x), (y" g" x')) so that C((y, g, x), (y', g, x')) = (y, gg; x'). 
There is another important situation where (vii) is a pullback, although ~Y need 
not be split. 
3.5. Definition. Let ~ be a g--category with t : fg--, ~ such that St = T, Tt = S. Then, 
i f j  is the injection cb [] ~ ~ x c~ and d =(1, 1): cg~ c~ x c~, we have unique fac- 
torizations 
l×z  tx l  
f~x  ~ ~ ~x~ ~x~ , ~x  
AR '~'L ' fgt-] f9 ~ , ~Tqf¢ 
Note that ~.R,,~L are not morphisms of ~-graphs, only morphisms in f ,  since t 
is clearly not a morphism of ~-graphs, in general. Suppose, finally, that AR,~-L 
T 
satisfy 
X R AL 
fgD~ ~ ~ cgD~ 
I I 
' f9  CY ' f~  
Then ~ is a g-groupoid. This merely states that every arrow in ~ is invertible, 
with t defining the inverse. 
3.6. Corollary. I f  ~ is a Y-groupoid, then B,( ~; ~Y)= N,(#) for some f-category ~. 
Proof. It is again easily verified that (vii) is a pullback. [] 
In the concrete case, one finds that the composition of arrows in ~' is given by 
C((g, z), (g" z')) = (gg" L(g '-l, z)) = (gg" R(z; g-I )). 
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We will refer to bar construction data such that B,  ~. N, (#)  as nervable. Let then 
(fl, f, a) : (q/; fg; Ac)~(~/'; f~'; At'), (f, Y) : (~; ~r)-+ (~'; ~r,), be morphisms of nervable 
bar construction data. We will write ~" = [q/; ~; ~],  [c~; ~r] and similarly for mor- 
phisms. Thus we have [fl, f ,a]  : Iq/; c~; Ar]~[q/,; f~,; At, I, if, y] : [c~; ~1-'[~'; a"], 
which we will study using Theorem 2.4. 
For simplicity's sake we proceed as if : were concrete. If ~ is not concrete, 
the equations we write must be interpreted not as equalities between points 
of various objects of ~, but as equalities between morphisms from an arbitrary 
object to the various objects under consideration. We begin with the first case; 
Theorem 2.4 suggests that we consider the bar construction datum (~; f~;f*~') 
which is certainly nervable by Corollary 3.4, in fact, B,(~; ~;f*~')-~N,(#(f)), 
where ~(e(f))=: V]f :5', ~:(~'(f))= ~ V]f :5'; S(g,g')=(Sg, g'), T(g,g')=(Tg, fg. g'), 
C(g~, g{;g2, g~)= (g~ g2, g2). We reinterpret Theorem 2.4, Equation (2.5) in light of 
Corollary 3.4. We have B,(:;c~;f*(~'Tq~'))~-N,(f(f)), where ©(~-(f))= 
#(#(f) [] ~')=t~ r-qy ~ '~ ~', ~¢(~(f))= ~f  ~ '~ ~', and 1 7qC' defines a functor 
I I I I / I ! / 
i f ( f )  ~ g~(f). In ~(f) ,  we have S(g, g~; g2 ) = (Sg, gt, g2 ), T(g, g~, g2 ) = ( Tg, fg. g~, g2), 
I I ! / ! 
C(~, g~, ~;  ~, g~, ~)  = (~, g~, ~) .  Note that N,(~(f), N,(~(f))  axe, respectively, 
the columns of Q(f)** in dimensions 2,1, and the functor ~(f )~( f )  is d h. We 
may restate the ~/-condition of Theorem 2.4, Equation (2.5) as 
~(:(f)) , ~(#(f)) 
is in ~.  
We will analyze ~([fl, f,a])=8[fl, f,a]=~, as well as ~lfl, f ,~l;  we have 
~(~)=o[~/;~;~1 [] ~[~';~';y ' I=(~KI~C3y) [] (~/,73~,[]~-,), 
~,Y, ~l LS, f, al 
~(~)=~[e/; ~ ~1 [] ~[ez'; ~ ' ;y ' l=(e /~K]ar )  [] (e/'EJ~'Kl~'), 
ID, f, ~l [P,f, ~] 
£ (~)= {(y,x,y" g;x')]Sy= Tx, S'y'= T'g', S'g'= T'x" By=y',~x=Z'(g',x')} 
~- {(y, x~ g" x')lSy= Tx, S'g'= T'x',ax=L'tg;x')}, 
~(~) = { (y, g, x, y', g; x')[Sy = Tg, Sg= Tx, S'y'= T'g', S'g'= T'x', 
#R(y, g)= y', ax= L 'tZ', x') } 
~- {(y,g,x,g;x')iSy= Tg, Sg= Tx, S'g'= T'x" ttx=Z'(g',x')}. 
Define a left O(¢(f))-graph over ~'(f), Y, and a right O(8(f))-graph over ~'(f), ~, 
by ~={(x,g;x')~ rx f~'x Ar']ax=L'(g' ,x')}, a~=q/Vlf ~'-{(y,g')lYSy=Tg'}. 
The structure maps 7": ~ '~ ~9(d'(f)), $: ~ a(¢(f)) ,  R : ~ [] M(#( f ) )~ ~, 
/~:.~¢(d'(f))[-I~--*~ axe given by ~(x,g',x')=(Tx, g'), ~(y,g')=($y,g'), 
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R(y, g'; g, g[) = (Yg, g'), £(g, g'; x, g" x') = (gx, fg .  g" x'). Here we have abbreviated 
R(y, g) to yg and L(g, x) to gx. 
We may now consider the bar construction datum (qT; 8(f) ;  ~),  which is nervable 
and we find, by comparing objects and arrows, that #[fl, f, a] = [qT; #(f); ~].  
We analyze ~r[fl, f, a] similarly and find ~'[fl, f, a] --- [qT; ~-(f); a~], where ~ is 
a left O(:(f))-graph over ~( f ) ,  and q7 is a right O(f(f)-graph over f ( f ) .  These 
" ax=glgEX } ~={(y ,  g l ,g~)lSy=Tg~,Sg I Tg~}; are given by ~r={(x,g~,g2, x')[ ' ' ' , ' '= 
f ! t ! l ~ ! ! I S(y, gl, gl, the structure maps are 7~( x, gl, g2, x ) = (Tx, g~, g2), g~) = (Sy, g2), 
g ~, g2; x, g~, g2, x') = (gx, fg~. gl, g2, x ), R(y, gl, g2; g, g3, g4) = (Yg, g3, g4). Fur- 
thermore, the morphism ~-[fl, f, a] - ,  #[fl, f, a] becomes [a~; : ( f ) ;  A~]-, [qT; #(f); ~]  
which is induced by a morphism of bar construction data; we have already described 
the functor d2 h: ~-(f)-* ~'(f). The morphisms qT-, ~, ~ ~ are given by (y, g~, g~- 
gig2), (X; g l ,  g2, X') ~ (X, ' ' ) ~ (Y, ' ' ' ' gig2, X').  
We may now apply Theorem 2.4 and (2.5), using the remarks above, and we ob- 
tain our main theorem: 
3.7. Theorem (Quillen's theorem B for bar constructions). Assume that (i)-(iv) of  
Theorem 2.2 hold, that geometric realization is nice, that B(qT; ~'(f); ~)--, q/'[] a r' 
is in ~, and that 
:-(f); F) 
S q/,[] ~,[]  ~r, 
, B( 7; #(f); F )  
q/' [] At' 
Then B([3,f, tO :B(q/; c~; Ar)-.,B(q/,; c~,; ~,)  is also in ~, up to homotopy equi- 
valence. 
For each choice of (~, ~)  [11, Ex. (3.14)] satisfying (i)-(iv), we get a corollary 
of Theorem 3.7; recall, in particular, that if ~ is the family of homotopy 
equivalences, the ~-condition is automatically satisfied. 
We study the non-split case where ~ is a 5-groupoid by the same techniques. 
Let (f, 7) : (~; ~)-~(~';  ~')  be a morphism of such bar construction data, i.e., ~, 
~' are both J--groupoids. The :-category ¢( f )  is def'med as before; it is a f -  
groupoid, but we will not need that fact. Define an O(~'(f))-graph over ¢(f), ~, to 
be the pull-back of ~ [-If ~ '  /t!~ ~¢ y , ~.~' L' .- ~'I--1 ~'. The structure morphisms of 
I I p I l ! 
are: S(z, g l ,g~,z ' )=(Sz,  gl), T(z,g~,gz, z ' )=(Tz,  gz), L(g,g';z,  gl ,g2,z')  = 
(gz, g~,fg" g" z'), R(z, g[, g~, z'; g, g') = (zg, g" g~, z'. fg). It is straightforward to 
verify that these do indeed define ~ as an O(8(f))-graph over ¢(f) ,  and that 
d'[f, fl ~ [¢(f); ~].  The f-category ~-(f) is defined as previously and the O(~(f))- 
graph over ~'(f), L~, is defined in a manner similar to that of ~ qT, by adding a fac- 
tor ~' to the definition of ~. Analogously to Theorem 3.7, we obtain: 
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3.8. Theorem. Assume that (i)-(iv) of Theorem 2.2 hold, that ~, f#' are ~. 
groupoids, that geometric realization is nice, that B(8(f); if)--, 0' # ~'  is in ~ and 
that 
B(Y-(f); ~)  , B(8(f); if) 
1 1 
~'# Lr' L ' 0 '#  ~'  
is in ~//. 
Then B(f, y) : B(~; ~r)~B(f¢'; ~r') is also in ~, up to homotopy equivalence. 
It remains to discuss a slight, but significant, sharpening of all the above results. 
When we consider the classical bar construction EG--*BG, which in our notation 
is B(.; G; G)~B( , ;  G; ,), and which is known to be a quasi-fibration (G a monoid) 
or a fiber-bundle (G a group), while in dimension the maps of simplicial bar con- 
structions are Gnx G ~G n, i.e., the projections of trivial fibrations with fiber G 
onto the base, we see that we may well lose some structure when we pass from the 
simplicial maps in each dimension to the maps of geometric realizations; in other 
words, we need a more refined version of the generalized May-Tornehave theorem 
[11, Theorem 3.13]. 
In addition to ~ and ./4, as in [11], we have subfamilies ~sC~,  JsC.~(, and a 
generalized form of the 'glueing' lemma (or Brown's lemma): 
[A.1] If, in the diagram below, the squares are pushouts, a6~.  //, y6~,  i,j are 
cofibrations, (T)~ ~', ®~s,  then Je~ and (~),(~) 6~.  
B0 ~B 
A0 
® 
PAl 
~A 3 
i 
® 
J 
® 
A2 
Y 
,B3 
3.9. Definition. A simplicial morphism f ,  : X ,  --, I:, is (~, ~', ~s, ~s)-admissible if 
axioms (A.0),(A.2)-(A.6) hold for (~,~') ,  axioms (A.I)-(A.6) hold for (~s, Js), 
axiom [A.I] holds, each fn~s  and each square 
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0 
Xm ' 
0 
Ym ' 
belongs to ~//s if 0 is a degeneracy operator, and belongs to ~ if 0 is a face 
operator. 
3.10. Theorem. Let f ,  : X ,  ~ Y, be an (~, ~,  ~s, ~s)-admissible morphism of 
good simplicial all-objects. Assume ~(n)~tp(n) are closed cofibrations. Then 
Rf ,  :RX,  ~RY,  is in ~Y'. 
The proof of Theorem 3.10 is exactly the same as that of [11, Theorem 3.13], ex- 
cept that at various steps ~, ~¢ are replaced by ~,  ~//s and the axioms for (~, J / )  
are replaced by those for (~s, d/s), and (A.1) by [A.1]. 
3.11. Examples. (i) ~fs=~, ~s=~ '. Then Theorem 3.10 is identical to [11, 
Theorem 3.13]. 
(ii) ~= q/= Top; .rf= quasifibrations, ~' = squares inducing weak homotopy 
equivalences on the fibers, ~e s = trivial fibrations, ~s = squares with vertical arrows 
in ~s, which are pullbacks. Then [A. 1] is a special case of a theorem of Hardie [6, 
Theorem 0.2], and the other axioms are also verified. In order to obtain that R f .  
is a quasi-fibration, Theorem 3.10 is necessary, for the original version of the glue- 
ing lemma, (A.1), does not seem to be true for this choice of (~, ~//). 
(iii) Everything as in (ii), except that ~=f ibrat ions .  Then [A.1] is Hardie's 
theorem [6, Theorem 0.2]. However (A.1) is no longer true for (~s,~s) in full 
generality. Nevertheless Theorem 3.10 is true: (A. 1) is used in the proof to show that 
T[sX(n - 1), ¢(n)] 13 T[X(n), ~(n)] ~ T[s Y(n - 1), ¢(n)] LI T[ Y(n), ~(n)] is in ~fs; since 
~s = fibrations is closed under products and pullbacks, the map just exhibited is in 
3.12. Refined versions of earlier theorems. To each application of [11, Theorem 
3.13], corresponds a more refined version using Theorem 3.10; we leave to the 
reader the task of making suitable changes in Theorems 2.2, 2.4, 3.7 and 3.8. 
4. Special cases 
In this section we will interpret Theorems 3.7, 3.8 and 3.12 in a variety of special 
cases and recover a number of previously known results. 
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4.1. Categories 
Assume J-is concrete. Then O(#(f))= t~ Ry ~', or more precisely, its underlying 
set consists of pairs (A, h), where A ~ ~, h : D ~fA,  while ~(g(f)) consists of pairs 
(g, h) such that fg. h is defined; making explicit S and T, we see that arrows from 
(A,h) to (C,k) are g" A~C such that 
fA 
Y 
D fg 
\ 
fc  
is commutative. In other words, #(f)  is the union of all comma categories D \ f ,  
where D ~ tY', and it : g ( f )~9 '  is such that tt-l(D) =D \ f .  Since D \ f ,  for each D, 
is a full subcategory of 8(f), we have N.(#(f)) is the union of the N.(D \ f ) .  Also, 
the action morphism N,(~(f)) [] ~'-~N,(#(f)) simply describes the fact that D \ f  
is contravariant in D. 
Assume, as is the case in many examples, that .~ is a fiberclass of squares in ~,, 
i.e., a square belongs to dr' if and only if the induced morphisms on the fibers belong 
to a fixed family of morphismns d/. Then the all-condition in the statement of 
Theorem 2.4 or its refinement 3.12 states that, for each k :E~D in ~', the induced 
morphism B(D \ f )~B(E  \ f )  is in ~. 
(i) When ~ is the family of homotopy equivalences, ~ is the family of all 
squares, and .A/is the family of all morphisms; we essentially have Quillen's theorem 
A; the actual original version corresponds to the case where #' is discrete. 
(ii) When ~' is quasifibrations, ~' the squares inducing weak homotopy equi- 
valences on the fibers, ~s fibrations, ~'s pullbacks, then ~/ is  weak homotopy 
equivalences, and we have Quillen's theorem B. 
4.2. Bar constructions 
Assume ~ is concrete; here we must interpret ~7, ~, Y(f)~ ~7, ~. As mentioned in 
Section 1, ~ corresponds to a functor l~: d'(f)* ~ f,, ~ to ~:  #(f)-~ f ,  and similar- 
ly for ~7, A~. The correspondence is given by Y(A, h)= S -1 (A, h)C ~7. One readily 
finds that Y'(A, h) = Y(A), where Y corresponds to q/, and X(A, h) is the pullback of 
X(A) a ,X'(fA) X'(h) X'(D), where X, X' correspond to ~, A r'. Thus B.(~; 8(f); ~) 
is the union, over all D e O', of B,(i~, D \ f, ~'), and the ~-condition of Theorem 3.7 
or its refinement 3.12 becomes: B(~' ,D\ f , ,X)~Y'(D)xX'(D)  is in ~' (or ~) ,  
for all D e O'. The space q/'[3 ~ 'D  ~F' is the union, over all k" E~D in if', of 
Y'(D) × X'(E); ~'(.f) is the union, over all k: E~D,  of D \ f .  The functors lP', )~ are 
given by I?(A, h, k) = Y(A)  = 7(.4, h), where h : D ~fA,  and .~(A, h, k) is the pullback 
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of X(A) a,X'(fA)X'(h) X'(D) X'(k) X'(E), so that .~(A,h,k)=X(A, hk). Define 
Xk:D\f-*: by Rk(A,h)=X(A, hk) so that X(A,h,k)=~k(A,h ). As above, 
B,(qT; ~(f) ;  ~)  is the union, over all k:E~D,  of B,(F,D\f ,  Xk), and the Jl- 
condition of Theorem 3.7 becomes: for all k :E--,D, the square 
B(~:,D\f,.Xk) ~ B(Y, E \ f, )() 
is in ~.  
Y'(D)xX'(E) , Y ' (E )xX ' (E )  
This is the form of Theorems 3.7, 3.12 obtained in [12] for :=Top and 
(~,~,~s ,  ~s) as in Example 3.11(iii) and (~,~)  as in [11, (5.1), (ii)] by a more 
direct method; it was that special case which motivated the present, more general 
version. The method of [12] could be generalized to yield Theorem 3.7 but that ap- 
proach would require more elaborate and less natural O-graph constructions than 
we have used here. 
4.3. Homotopy colimits 
Assume : is concrete; in (q/; ~¢; At), let q/=O and we have B(q/; ~; At)= 
hocolim ~ = hocolim~ . Then (4.2) takes the form: if, for all Det~', hocolimokf X'~ 
X'(D) is in ~'  (or ~es), and for all k :E~D,  
hocolimD \f ~k , hocolimE \y .,Y 
is in ~,  
X' (E )  , x ' (E )  
then hocolim~ X--*hocolim~, X' is in ~,  up to homotopy equivalence. 
This is a generalization of the dual of the 'cofinality theorem' of Bousfield and 
Karl [2, Theorem XI.9.2]. 
4.4. f= l ,  fg=~'  
In this case, it is most convenient 
B.(1; y) : B,(Cg; ~r)--.B.(~; ~r,): 
o apply Theorem 3.10 directly to 
Theorem. Assume: 
(i) @(n)-+ @(n) is a closed cofibralion, AT.( ~) is good. 
(ii) (A.0), (A.I)-(A.6)hold for (~) ;  (A.I)-(A.6)hold for (~,~s), and [A.I] 
holds. 
(iii) y e ~es; and J e Yt's implies 1 # J e ~.  
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(iv) Squares of  the form 
0#1 
) 
1 #d I 11 #3 
) 
0#1 
belong to ~/L s. 
(v) YL ~R 
[ l#y [y and [l#y 
YL VR 
belong to ~. 
Then B(1; y) : B(~; ~r)-,B(~; ~r') is in ~,'K 
Corollary 1. / f  (~, ~',~s,~'s) are as in Example 3.11(iii), and 
(i) ~ -* ~' is a fibration, 
(ii) the squares in (v) above induce weak homotopy equivalences on the fibers, 
then B(1; y) is a quasi-fibration. 
Corollary 2. Condition (ii) in the preceding corollary may be replaced by: 
(ii)' ~ acts on ~, ~' via weak homotopy equivalences. 
Proof. It is easily seen using homotopy exact sequences of pairs and of y that (ii)' 
implies (ii). [] 
This is where the familiar condition: "~ =M is a monoid such that 7t0(M) is a 
group", i.e., "M is  group-like" comes in, for it is easily seen that this condition im- 
plies that M acts via homotopy equivalences. Note also that if ~ is a groupoid, con- 
dition (ii)' is automatically satisfied, since ~ then acts via homeomorphisms. 
Corollary 3. I M is a topological monoid acting on X, Y, X;  Y" via weak homotopy 
equivalences, and X a ~ X', Y P, Y' are fibrations, then B(Y, M, X)-~B(Y', M, X') 
is a quasi-fibration. 
This includes many familiar results [10, 14, 15, 22, 23]. 
Corollary 4. I f  M, M' are topological monoids acting on X, Y via weak homotopy 
equivalences and (1,f, 1) : (Y, M, X)--*(Y, M" X) is a morphism of  bar construction 
data, then the weak homotopy type of the homotopy fiber of  B(1,f, 1) is indepen- 
dent of Y, X, i.e., equals that of  Bf  : BM~BM'.  
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Proof. It is easily seen that we have a pullback square 
B(Y,M,X) 
[ 
B( Y, M; x) 
,BM 
, BM' 
The result, however, does not follow from this, since pullbacks do not preserve 
homotopy fibers. An elementary proposition is nevertheless applicable: Given any 
commutative square of spaces, 
a 
A ,B  
d 
C ,D  
we have h : HF(c)~HF(b), o : HF(a)-~HF(d), and HF(h), HF(o) are homeomorphic 
(HF stands for homotopy fiber). This is easily proved from the definition. By the 
preceding corollary, we know that the homotopy fibers of B( Y, M, X )~ BM, 
B(Y, M', X)-~BM' are both weakly homotopic to Y x X, hence HF(o) and so HF(h) 
are weakly contractible; hence h is a weak homotopy equivalence. [] 
Recall that May [10, 8.8] has identified the homotopy fiber of BM-~BM" as 
Stasheff's generalized homogeneous space B(M" M, .) [21,22]. This, of course, can 
also be described, by Quillen's theorem B, as B(. \ f ) .  
4.5. Groupoids 
Assume if- concrete and ~, ~' are f-groupoids. Then we interpret Theorem 3.8 
and its refinement 3.12 much as in (4.2). Again, #(f)  is the union of D \ f ,  De#' .  
The functors Z corresponding to ff are given by Z(A,a; B, b) = pullback of 
Z(A,B) Y,Z'(fA,fB) z'(l'b) Z'(fA, D), where a:D~fA,  b:D-~fB. Since all 
arrows of ~, f¢' have inverses, Z'(1,b) is an isomorphism, and Z(A,a; B,b)= 
Z(A, B). The ~-condition becomes: B(D \ f ;  2)-~Z'(D, D), for all D e~',  belongs 
to ~ (or ~s)- 
In the square of the J-conditions, the horizontal arrows are easily seen to be 
isomorphisms; hence the J-condition is automatically satisfied, provided ~ in- 
cludes squares whose horizontal arrows are isomorphisms; this is always the case. 
5. The bar constructions B(Y, 4, X)  
We now apply the methods of this paper to the bar constructions defined in [11]. 
We assume Y= q/is cartesian closed, with T= ® = the product in ~.. Since the bar 
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constructions B(Y, ~, X) are defined in terms of coproducts, these coproducts must 
behave properly with respect o fiber products. This is guaranteed by the following 
additional conditions on ~." 
(E.1) The injection A~A I] B is a monomorphism. 
(E.2) ]Ii(Xi x z Y)~( l l iX i )  ×z Y (coproducts are universal). 
It follows from these that coproducts and pullbacks commute. One obtains the 
analogues of Theorem 3.3 and Corollaries 3.4 and 3.6: 
5.1. Theorem. Under the above conditions, B.( ~, Z)--N,(J ')for some ~--category 
~ if and only if  (vii) of Proposition 3.2 is a pullback; (vii) takes the form: coproduct 
over A, B, C of  
, B) x Z(B,A) 
1 
~(B,C)xZ(C,B) ~ Z(B,B) 
5.2. Corollry. I f  either O) Z splits as Y xX,  or (ii) ~ is a J--groupoid, then 
B,(~, Z)=N,(#) for some f-category go. 
We write #=[~,Z] or [Y, ~,X]. 
Given morphisms of bar construction data (fl, f, a) : (Y, ~, X)~(Y' ,  ~; X'), we ob- 
tain functors of f-categories [B,f, a] : [Y, ~,X]~[Y',  ~" X'] which we study using 
Theorem 2.4 and Equation 2.5. We must analyze ~'[p,f, a], ~[p,f, a]. This is done 
in much the same fashion as our other cases. 
Let D be an object of ~'. Define a f-category D \ f  by ~(D \ f )  = IIA ~'(D, fA), 
M(D \ f )  = IIAB ~(A, B) × ~'(D, fA). Define left and right O(D \f)-graphs over 
D \ f ,  ~v, ~TD by ~D = ]-IA Y(A)x ~"(D, fA) and ~D is the coproduct over A of the 
puUbacks of X(A) a X ' ( fA) ,  R ~'(D, fA) x X'(D). Then we obtain ~'[fl, f  a] = 
IID [¢7D; D \ f ;  ~D] and the ~-condition of Theorem 2.4 becomes: B(CTD; D \ f ;  ~v)~ 
Y'(D) ×X'(D) is in ~ (or ~s). The .~-condition is very similar to that of (4.2). 
Thus, if the ~-condition and ~'-condition are satisfied, one concludes that 
B(p,f,a):B(Y, ~,X)~B(Y ;  ~',X') is also in ~. 
The 'cofinality theorem' of Bousfield and Kan [2, Theorem XI.9.2] is a special 
case, with ~r= [A* Sets]* and ~= {homotopy equivalences}. 
Appendix. Geometric realizations 
A.1. Simplicial objects 
Consider, instead of a single ambient category, the following data: categories 
~,, q/, ~/and 
T: fxqz~ ~ H:  ~*  x ~r -~-  
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such that there is a natural isomorphism 
~/(T(A, B), C)~- g(A, H(B, C)). (,) 
A.I.1. Examples. (i) :=  q/= Y/and ~r is closed; a suitable version of Top is such 
a J-; Top will always refer to such a version. 
(ii) g-= ~, q/=Sets; then T: fx  Sets~: i s  defined by T(X,A)= IIaeA Xa, with 
Xa-~X, and H:  Sets*x :~Y  is defined by H(A, X) = liana Xa" This makes sense 
only if 3 has products and coproducts. The condition (.) is easily verified. We will 
use P, F for T, H in examples of this kind. 
(iii) g-= Spectra, q/= Top, ~ = Spectra, with T the small smash product and H 
the small function spectrum functors. 
In what follows, d will denote an index category, small, but otherwise arbitrary. 
Since A, the category of finite ordered sets and order-preserving mappings, is the 
prototype for A, we will think of functors X:A  *--*9- as simplicial 3r-objects and 
we will use notation familiar from ordinary simplicial theory. Rather than X as 
above, we will often write X .  and the value of X at an object n of A will be denoted 
by Xn more often than by X(n). Categories of simplicial g--objects will be denoted 
by [d* 3- ]. Note that [A* ff ] [X., Y.) = endk g-(Xk, Yk)- 
A.1.2. Definition. If A .e [d*g- ] ,  B.e[A*q/] ,  then we define T.(A.,B.)e 
[A* ~]  by Tn(A.,B,)=T(An, Bn). This is contravariant in n and defines a 
simplicial ~-object. If T is as in Example A.l.l(i i), we will write P.(A., B.) for 
T.(A., B.); the asterisks on T., P .  will sometimes be omitted. 
Given any object n of A, there is a standard simplicial set A [n] defined by 
A[n](m) =d(m,n). If A is any object of a category if, then P.(A, A[n]) is defined 
and is a simplicial re-object, called a generalized n-simplex in ~'; category theorists 
call these generalized representable functors [26]. 
A.1.3. Theorem. Any simplicial ~-object isthe colimit of generalized simplices in ~'. 
Proof. Let X ,e  [A* ff] and 0" m--,n in d. Consider the diagram 
P(e* D 
P(X.,A[m]) , P(Xm, A [ml) 
eO, z(o)) (**) 
p(x,,, A [n]) 
It is easy to define simplicial maps nk :P(Xk, A[k])-*X, and to verify that 
{nk} satisfy the universal property for a coend of (**). We will write X,~- 
coendk P(Xk, A [k]). The standard escription of coends shows that 
U Ii P(Xk, A[kl)+X. 
O:m"*n k 
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is an equalizer, the canonical presentation of X, .  [] 
This result, for ~ = Sets, is classical ([5, p. 21] or [18, p. 87]); see also [26], p. 97]. 
A.1.4. Proposition. (i) If T: ~ × ~ -* ~ commutes with colimits in either variable, 
then T(P(A, S), B)-- T(A, P(B, S)) ~ P(T(A, B), S) for all A ~ ~,, B ~ all, S e Sets. 
(ii) I f  H: ~ * × ~ ~ ~ commutes with limits in either variable, then H(P(A, S), B ) .~ 
H(A,F(S,B))~-F(S,H(A,B)) for all A ~ ~* Be  ~, S~ Sets. 
The proof is trivial. 
A.1.5. Definition. I fA ,  ~ [A * ~,], B ,  ~ [A* Y/], then we define H,(A ,, B, )~ [A* 3-] 
by 
Hn(A ,, B,) = endk H(P(A k, A [n]k), Bk). 
This agrees with the classical definition of function complexes when 3-= ~ = 
~= Sets; such a construction is also used by Anderson [1] in the case ~, = Sets, 
A.1.6. Theorem. The adjointness relation (,) is inherited by T,, H, :  
[A* 7Y](T,(A,,B,), C,)= [A* J ] (A , ,H , (B , ,  C,)), 
if T commutes with colimits in the second variable. 
Proof. Note that (,) implies that T commutes with colimits in the first variable. So, 
[,4* f ](A,, H,(B, ,  C,)] = end k f (Ak,  Hk(B,, C,)) 
= endk 3-(Ak, endi H(P(BI, ,4 [k]l), Ci)) 
endk end1 ~(Ak, H(P(B 1, ,4 [k]l), C!)) 
-- endk end1 ~(T(Ak, P(BI, ,4 [k]l)), C1) 
= endk end ! :F(T(P(A k, ,4 [k]l), BI), Ci), 
by Proposition A. 14 
= endl endk ~Y(T(P(Ak, ,4 [k]l), BI), CI), 
by the Fubini theorem for ends 
= endk ~(coend k T(P(A~, A [k]l), Bl) , (71) 
but 
coendk T(P(Ak, ,4 [k]l), Bt) = T(coend kP(Ak, ,4 [k]l), Bt) 
= T(coendk P(Ak, d [k])l, BI) 
T(Ai, BI) by Theorem A. 1.3 
and the result follows. [] 
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A.1.7. Corollary. I f  B ,  is constant, i.e., Bk ~ B for all k, then Hn(B., C,)-- H(B, Cn). 
Proof. T, (A , ,B , )  is given by Tn(A. ,B, )= T(An, B) and it follows easily from 
Theorem A.1.6 that 
[A* Y ] (A , ,H , (B , ,C , ) )=[A*  f ] (A , ,H(B ,C , ) ) .  [] 
A.2. Geometric realizations 
A.2.1. Definition. A geometric realization datum for [A* J-] is (T,0) where 
0 : A -, J '  and T: f x f'--* g-". Given such a datum, we define the corresponding 
geometric realization RA.=Rx,A .  where A.E [A* g-] as the coend of 
Ax¢ T 
A*xA ' g -X  g - '  ' f " .  
Thus, R : [A* f ]~f" .  If H : f ' *xY"~Y satisfies f " (T (A ,B) ,C)= 
f (A ,  H(B, C)), then the singular functor S = St,# = SH,¢, :g-"--* [A* S ]  is defined by 
(SA)n=H(O(n),A). The classical adjointness relation between R,S generalizes 
easily: 
A.2.2. Theorem. R is left-adjoint o S. 
The definition of realization datum may seem unnecessarily general; the Ex- 
amples A. 1.1 (i), (ii), (iii) show that, in practice, f "  will usually coincide with either 
Y or Y'; the generality of our definition enables us to consider both cases simul- 
taneously. 
Suppose T :~x ~d-, ~ A,~ [d* ~1, B ,e  [d* ad], so that T , (A , ,B , )~ [A* ~], 
what relationship holds between RA,, RB,  and RT,(A, ,  B,)7 For this question to 
make sense, we must have geometric realization data: 
01 " A ' * f~ T 1 " J 'X ~-,._., ~x  defining R1, 
02 "A-~ ~; T 2" q/x ¢ ' - ,  q/" defining R2, 
Os" A --* ~', T 3 • # x Y/'--* "V" defining R3. 
A.2.3. Theorem. R 3 T , (A  , ,  B , ) -- T " ( R I A , ,  R2B,), prov ided:  
(i) There exist T' : J-" × ad'-~ ~" T ~" J "  × ~d" --* ~" such that 
I x rx l  
..7-x f ' x  qZ x ~ '  ~ ..~ x ¢' x ~ 'x  ~ '  
..F" x ql" fx  "g' 
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commutes up to a natural isomorphism (3 will always denote an order-interchange 
isomorphism). 
(ii) T/commute with colimits in the first variable, i = 1, 2, 3. 
(iii) T and T # commute with colimits in either variable. 
(iv) T'(¢1 (m), ¢2(n) )  ---- Rp,~3(A [m] x A [n]), where P:  Sets x Y/'-~ Y/'. 
Before proving Theorem A.2.3 we state, without proof, some simple preliminary 
results: 
A.2.4. Proposition. R = Rr,~ commutes with colimits i f  T commutes with colimits 
in the first variable. 
A.2.5. Lemma. I fS l ,  S2e Sets, Ce 4, then P(P(C, Sl) , $2) =]~(C, S 1 xS2). 
A.2.6. Lemma. I f  C) : A --, 4" T: 4 x 4' ~ ~", C e 4, S.  e [A* Sets] and T commutes 
with colimits in either variable, then 
Rr,,P(C, S,)= T(C, 
A.2.7. Corollary. Rr,~P(C, A [n])-~ T(C, O(n)). 
Proof of Theorem A.2.3. By (i), (ii) and Proposition A.2.4, both R3 T.(A.,  B.) and 
T"(R1A. ,R2B.  ), considered as functors on A .  or B,, commute with colimits. 
Hence, by Theorem A.1.3, it suffices to verify the desired isomorphism for 
generalized simplices. This is easily done using the preliminary results, Proposition 
A.1.4 and (iii), (iv). In [13, 2.1], Mielke uses a similar argument. [] 
A.2.8. Remark. Of conditions (i)-(iv), the first 3 are usually trivially verified; (iv) 
is where the geometry enters. In most cases ~ = ~2 = ~3, f '  = q/' = ~/' and T' is the 
product. Condition (iv) then states that the product of 2 models has the classical 
triangulation [16, §2; 5, p. 52; 9, p.104]. In practice, most of the pairings 
T/, T, T; T # coincide and (i) follows from various commutativity and associativity 
relations. 
In fact, the most useful form of Theorem A.2.3 is the following corollary: 
A.2.9. Corollary. Let  T :  Y- x J " -~ Y-, ¢J : A ~ Y-'. Assume:  
O) 
(1,~-, l) 
. f x  f f ' x  : -x  : '  , ,.¢- x J x ,.~'x f '  
l (r, T) l(x,  x) 
: X ,.¢- :XY -  
y- 
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is commutative. 
(ii) T commutes with colimits in either variable. 
(iii) 0(m) x 0(n)~- Rp,~(A[m] ×d[n]). 
Then R(A,  x B,) -- RA,  x RB,. 
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A.2.10. Proposition. (a )R3T, (A . ,B)~-T ' (R IA . ,  T2(B, 02(O)) , provided (i), (ii), 
(iii) and (iv)' hold, where (iv)': ¢3(m)= T'(¢l(m), ¢2(0)). 
(b) R3T,(A,B,) -T ' (TI (A,  OI(O)),R2B.) provided (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)" hold, 
where (iv)": 03(m) ~- T'(Ch (0), ¢2(m)). 
Thepr0of is essentially the same as that of Theorem A.2.3. Note that (iv)" (iv)" 
have a much more elementary character than (iv); they will usually be satisfied 
trivially. 
A.3. Bisimplicial objects 
Replace A by d x A to obtain bisimplicial objects. We state the conditions under 
which the standard results on bisimplicial sets generalize. The proofs are similar to 
those of Sections A.1 and A.2. 
Let (T,O) be a geometric realization datum for [A* : ] ,  and 7":: - 'x 3" - , : - ' .  
Then let 0= 7"(0x 0):A x d--,5-'; (T,~) is a geometric realization datum for 
[A* xz l*  ~-]. 
A.3.1. Theorem. Assume T commutes with colimits in the first variable, and 
1×~ 
Y x ~r, X 3-' ~ J- X ~ '  
T 
YxY '  '~  
('t') 
is commutative; then, for any bisimplicial :--object A**, we have Rr,~A**~- 
v h Rr,¢Rr,¢A**. Rr,~RT,~A**. There is a similar result for h v 
The diagonal functor D:  [A* x A*, Y ]-~ [A*, f ] is defined as usual. The standard 
simplex (A x A)[(m, n)] in [d* x d* Sets] will be denoted by d[m] )~A[n]. Clearly, 
D(zl [m] ~ A [n]) ~ A [m] x A [n]. 
A.3.2. Theorem. Assume T commutes with colimits in either variable and (t) is com- 
mutative. Assume, further, that Rp, ~A [m] × A [n] ---- T(O(m), O(n)). Then RT, iA**-- 
Rr,¢DA**. 
It suffices to verify this on generalized Coi)simplices P(A, A [ml X(zl[n]). 
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A.4. Simplicial homotopy; fiber-products 
From here on, A =3.  The discussion of homotopies in [9, 
without difficulty. 
§ 11 ] generalizes 
A.4.1. Proposition. I f  there is a simplicial homotopy h , 'X ,  ~ Y, between 
simplicial morphisms f ,, g ,, there is a simplicial morphism H,  " P(X,, A [1])-~ y, 
such that H, .  P(1,io)=f,, H , .  P(1,il)=g, (identifying P(X,, A[0]) and X,), where 
ia" A[0]--,A[1], a=0, 1, are the obvious maps. 
A.4.2. Corollary. I f  the product T : ~ x ~-~ g- commutes with colimits in either 
variable and T(qb(m), qb(n))-~ Rp.,A[n] xd[n], then the existence of a simplicial 
homotopy h, induces that of a morphism H= RH, " T(RX,, (O(1))~RY, such that 
H. T(1,¢(io))=Rf,, H. T(1,¢(il))=Rg,. 
Thus, if homotopy in ~r is defined in terms of ~(1), geometric realization sends 
simplicial homotopies to homotopies and preserves homotopy equivalences. 
Next, we need the condition: colimits in J" are universal; this means that if A-~B 
in Y, F :  ~g- /B ,  then colim(A xBF)~A xBcolimF. For a more formal defini- 
tion, see [24, p. 78]. 
A.4.3. Theorem. Let T :Yx f '~Y ,  O'A--*Y" A~B in ~,, C,e[A*Y/B].  
Assume: 
(i) T commutes with colimits in either variable. 
(ii) Colimits in g- are universal. 
(iii) T[A, ~0(0)l ~- A. 
(iv) T[A xB C, D] ~A xB T[C, D] for D an object in the cocomplete subcategory 
of : "  generated by {O(n)}. 
Then R(A ×B C,)~-A xBRC,. 
Proof. First note that A xB C,e  [A* Y-] is defined; also that by (iii), we have for 
any D, as described in (iv), a unique D ~0(0), and TIC, D] -~ T[C, 0(0)1 -~ C; hence, 
if C--,B, we have T[C,D]-*B. Thus (iv) makes sense. 
We prove the theorem by induction on n, using the structure of R given by [11, 
Theorem 3.11]. Thus R(A x B C,) ~- colimn Rn(A xn C,), where 
T[A x C n, O(n)] 
B 
T[A x Cn, ¢(n)] U T[s(A x C,)n- 1, ¢,(n)] 
B B 
, R,,(A x C,) 
B 
; R n_ I(A x C , )  
B 
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is a pushout. Using (ii), we see that s(A xB C,)n_ 1 = A x~ sC~_ 1- By (ii), (iii), (iv), 
we see that the diagram above is isomorphic to 
A × T[Cn, q~(n)] , Rn(A × C,) 
B B 
A × { T[Cn.(b(n)IU T[sCn_l,qb(n)] }
B 
, R~_ 1 (A x C,) 
B 
For n=O. RoC= T[Co. q~(0)]. Ro(A ×B C, ) -  T[A ×z Co. #9(0)] =A ×B T[Co. ¢}(0)] = 
A xBRoC. By induction, the universality of colimits and the pushout dia- 
gram above, we see that Rn(A XBC.)- -A ×BRnC. and finally, R(A ×nC. ) - -  
colim.R,,(A ×BC,)=colim.A ×R~C,=A ×BcolimnRnC,=A ×BRC,. [] 
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